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Getting Started
Welcome to Causality! Explore this section to learn about basic concepts and how to get
around.
There are also many Video Tutorials available on the website.
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Basic Concepts
Causality Story Sequencer is a new kind of story development and writing app that allows you to
work with your script visually at the same time as writing it.
For now, don't worry about what button to push, we'll get to that later, let's just talk about how
Causality thinks about story.
Causality has three main areas, the Script, the Whiteboard, and the Timeline:
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On the Whiteboard, you create Beats for things that should happen in your story. At the same
time, the script is made up of Snippets, which are little chunks of text that express Beats.
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Typically, one Beat matches one Snippet. Here are two Beats each connected to their own
Snippet.
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But this isn't set in stone. You can have many Beats happen in the same Snippet.

If you look closer at The Snippet title, it reflects all the Beats that are inserted into the Snippet.
The yellow star is the primary beat in this snippet.
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A single Beat can also take multiple Snippets to happen, which is shown as parts (1/2) and
(2/2). This is used for interrupting Beats, or spreading them over multiple locations.
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The Whiteboard is the workspace where you arrange Beats. It's similar to dividing a wall in your
room into rows for storylines and columns for acts, and putting sticky-notes in for plot events.
Any change on the Whiteboard is reflected in the Script, and vice versa.
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On the Whiteboard, you organize plot using three containers, Lanes, Blocks and Groups.

Lanes are like rows in a table, and span the entire story (and all episodes), so you'll use them
for major storylines or layers in your story.
Blocks are the major containers that Beats go into, and they're simply a box around plot beats
to make them easier to understand and handle together. You can place Blocks back to back and
use them as segments of a storyline. You can also stack as many Blocks as you want inside of
a Lane, and use them as sub-narratives. You need to decide which is the most meaningful way
to categorize your story's elements.
Groups are not strictly necessary to use, but are convenient. Without Groups, all Beats would
be out in the open, which spreads them very horizontally. With Groups, you can keep "runs"
of events together as a single object, for example the five events needed to break into a bank,
which are easier to understand as a single unit once you're done creating them. Groups create
a much more compact and neat Whiteboard.
These are not story structure, they're simply boxes to put things into in order to get a
handle on them.
Many people come from traditions of strictly hierarchical storytelling, where one section ends
before another begins, and expect Lanes, Blocks and Groups to map to some kind existing
story structure idea. But Causality is built for multiple, parallel narratives that cut back and forth
freely, so you'll have many parallel Lanes and Blocks, and imagining a Block as e.g. a Chapter
doesn't make sense.
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You only do story structure using the break markers (for e.g. Episode, Act and Chapter breaks).
You drop them in by right-clicking, or by inserting them in the Script.

Break markers are not hierarchical. You can easily interrupt an Act with an Episode break, for
instance. They don't have to start and end inside of each other. You just drop them where you
want them.
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Finally, the Timeline shows the final, serialized order of events:

In a way, both the Whiteboard and the Timeline show time, but in different ways. While the
Whiteboard spreads things out vertically and makes the plot easier to understand, the Timeline
makes the true, final order of events easier to understand and manipulate.
The tracks in the timeline show events for characters, and this is also where emotional curves
will be shown.
It's not necessary to delve deeply into the timeline for now. The most important things for a
beginner to learn are the Whiteboard and the Script.
Up next: Getting Around
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Getting Around
This section covers the five main ways of getting around in Causality.

Full Screen
Each area in Causality can be taken full screen using the Esc/Tilde (~) keys. Simply click
anywhere in the area and then Esc/~. And click Esc/~ again to return to normal view.
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The Script has separate settings in normal view and full screen. So your normal view might
show snippets while your full screen view shows the final script:
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The Whiteboard also has a mini-timeline for overview purposes that shows fewer tracks and can
be collapsed:
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Whiteboard Panning
The Whiteboard can be panned by clicking in any blank area and dragging. You can also hold
the Spacebar, in which case you can click anywhere to pan, including on objects.
The Whiteboard also responds to touchpad panning, but pinch-zooming isn't fully supported yet.
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Whiteboard Zooming
The Whiteboard has three primary zoom levels that you toggle between using the Tab key, Work
Zoom, Overview Zoom and Super Overview:

This is an extremely handy workflow for getting around in your story. Press Tab to go to
Overview Zoom, pan where you need to go, and then press Tab again to go to Work Zoom. It's
like you lift to a bird's eye view for navigation, and then drop back to regular zoom for actual
work.
Additionally, Shift-Tab shows a Super Overview of your whole story. It can be selected in the
Preferences whether this shows the entire story, or just fits it vertically.
You can additionally zoom incrementally by holding the Cmd (Mac) / Ctrl (Win) key and scrolling
with the mouse.
Trackpad pinch-zooming isn't fully implemented yet.
The three standard zoom levels can also be accessed from the toolbar:
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Push Tool
A fundamental tool on the Whiteboard is the Push Tool, which you access by holding the Cmd
(Mac) / Ctrl (Win) keys, and dragging objects to the left and right. Pushing increases space for
inserting new plot, and it's a tool you use many times an hour in Causality.

The Push tool can also be accessed using the multi-arrow icon in the toolbar:
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Timeline Panning / Zooming
The Timeline can be panned by dragging any empty area. The Timeline is zoomed using the
Cursor Up/Down keys.

Up Next: Creating Your First Story
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Creating Your First Story
In this section, we'll create a small dummy story to explore the tools and major workflows.
Create a new document.

Next, drag a Lane icon from the bottom icons into the work area. This creates a Lane, which
is used for a Layer or an aspect of a story. A typical story might have 10 or 15 Lanes. Don't
over-do Lanes, you don't need to put everything into its own lane. Just use Lanes for major
categories.
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Double-click the newly created Lane and call it "Bank Robbery". And double-click the old Lane,
and rename it from "Main Lane" to "Relationship Arc".
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Next, drag a Block into the newly created Lane.

You'll be given an option for a name and type of Block. Call it "Getting into the bank" and leave it
on Story Block. Story Blocks just contain regular plot events that appear on the timeline. Subtext
Blocks are an advanced technique for emotions, themes and concepts that you mix into events
to give them feeling and color. Don't worry about that now.
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You'll now have a blank Block called "Getting into the bank". Drag the edges to stretch it out:
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Now let's add some plot. We'll be dragging in Beats from the bottom to create things that
happen. Notice that at the same time, an empty Snippet is created:

Click the newly created Beat. Give it the name "Getting past the security guard at the entrance".
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Let's create another Beat. This time, double-click in the empty space in the Block. Let's call the
Beat "Phone in a terrorist threat".

Notice how the Whiteboard goes left to right. Since "Getting past the security guard at the
entrance" is to the left of "Phone in a terrorist threat", it happens before it in the script.
Let's try to swap the order. Click "Phone in a terrorist threat", and drag it to the left of "Getting
past the security guard at the entrance".
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Notice how the order now changes in the script:

The positions in the Whiteboard and in the Script are always correlated. So let's swap their
order again in the Script and watch the Whiteboard update.
Click the title of the "Phone in a terrorist threat" Snippet, and drag it to under "Getting past the
security guard at the entrance". Notice the highlight on the bottom edge of the second Snippet,
which shows which edge you're dropping the Snippet on.
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Immediately, the Whiteboard rearranges to match:

The Script and the Whiteboard are completely correlated. Let's push this a little further by
creating some more plot, but this time, we'll create Snippets instead of Beats.
Right-click in the title of "Phone in a terrorist threat" and select Insert Snippet:
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This creates a new Snippet before it. Double-click the title, and name it "Secretly jam the door":

Notice how a Beat was also automatically created on the Whiteboard. It doesn't matter where
you create things or move them around, they're always in sync:
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Next, let's learn about Groups. Groups are simply containers for a bunch of Beats that go
together, usually a sequence of events. This allows you to handle those events as a single unit,
and it creates a more neat and compact Whiteboard layout. This example is from the sample
script Fate:

In our story, let's drag in a Group from the toolbar and place it after the current plot:
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This creates an empty Group immediately after the current plot. After creating it, double-click it
and rename it to "The vault":

There are multiple ways to put Beats into Groups. You can of course drag in Beats from the
toolbar. You can also double-click in the group to create the first Beat. Let's create a Beat called,
"Enable magnetic pulse to jam cameras".

In groups, you can also create Beats by pressing Enter or Shift-Enter. Enter creates Beats
after the selected Beat. Shift-Enter creates Beats before. Let's press Enter, and create a Beat
called "Shoot the guard".

Now click the "Enable magnetic pulse to jam cameras" Beat and press Shift-Enter, then create
a prior Beat called "Retrieve hidden bag of explosives".
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Next, let's turn our attention to the Lane called "Relationship Arc". Let's double-click the title of
"First Block", and rename it to "The relationship sours". Then double-click the Beat "First Beat"
and rename it to "Janet grunts at Michael for having forgotten some tool":

Next, let's expand the right edge of the Block, and drag in some more Beats that relate to the
friction in their relationship:

We've now started building a parallel storyline of the evolution of their relationship, and we'll
now work on intercutting it with the other plot.
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First, let's use the Push tool to open up some space before "Phone in a terrorist threat". As we
talked about in Basic Concepts, the Push tool pushes everything in front of a certain object if
you hold Cmd (Mac) / Ctrl (Win) while dragging it:

After the push, there's now more space after "Secretly jam the door". In the "The relationship
sours" Block, let's now drag the Beat "Janet grunts at Michael..." into that expanded space.
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If you look in the Script, the "The relationship sours" storyline is now intercutting with "Getting
into the bank". Let's go ahead and write some of the screenplay for it:

Let's do another intercut. In the Group called "The vault", select "Enable magnetic pulse to
jam cameras", and Cmd/Ctrl-drag it to the right to open up space. Pushing works everywhere,
including inside Groups:
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And let's now move the "Michael asks Janet to pick up..." Beat to intercut with that gap in the
Group:

If we check out the Script, this is how the story flows now. Let's again write some text for it:
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So there you have it, a quick little story that took us on a small tour. We learned to:
• Create Lanes by dragging them in from the toolbar and renaming them.
• Create Blocks, rename them, and stretch their edges.
• Create Beats by dragging them in or by double-clicking.
• Create Groups, and creating Beats in them either by dragging them in, or using Enter or ShiftEnter to create new Beats before or after.
• Handle multiple, concurrent storylines.
• Cmd/Ctrl-drag to open up space, including Cmd/Ctrl-dragging items in Groups.
• Positioning Beats horizontally to change the sequence.
• Writing text whenever we have an idea for it.
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Activation
Causality activation is account-based, and is activated by signing into the app using your
Hollywood Camera Work account.

Registering
After purchasing or subscribing to Causality, you must create your account if you don't already
have one.

Register using the same email used for the order or subscription, this is how your purchase
is matched with your account. You can also add additional email addresses to your account if
you've purchased under different email addresses.

Afterwards, you'll see your purchase or subscription on the Orders page:
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Activating
You simply sign into the app.

Causality can be activated on two concurrent devices. This can be extended per-user for people
with many devices, as long as they're the only person using Causality on those devices. We
don't desire to limit the number of devices people can use the app on, we only want to prevent
account-sharing.
The app needs the ability to see the server at least once per month, and will deactivate if it
hasn't seen the server in a month. If you need to remain off the internet for an extended period
of time (screenwriting on a mountain in Tibet), we can extend the grace period per-user.

Deactivating
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To release an activation, simply sign out of Causality again.
If you've accidentally uninstalled Causality without deactivating, you can always reset your
activations on the App Activations page in the control panel:

Press the "2 Devices" link and click Reset in the dialog. You will now need to sign in again on all
devices.

Team Activations / License Sharing
It's possible for a single person to purchase licenses in bulk and distribute them to their team or
institution. This is also managed on the App Activations page:

Every team member must also register an account. The administrator can then add every team
member as users of the license pool.
The administrator can over-subscribe the licenses, for example adding 50 users even if there
are only 20 licenses in the pool. Licenses are then distributed based on the Priority setting, with
9 being a higher priority and 1 being a lower priority. Default is 5.
If there are no free licenses in the pool, a user with a higher priority will kick out a user with
a lower priority, whose app will then immediately deactivate. Users with an equal priority will
not kick each other out, but will retain their seat. The administrator can also manually reset
individual users' activations, or remove them as users of the license pool, in which case their
apps will immediately deactivate.
Every activated team member has the full benefits of their license, including being able to
activate multiple devices. There's no material difference between being a user of a shared
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license versus a license they purchased themselves, except that the administrator can kick
them out.
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Keyboard Shortcuts
Modifier Keys
All modifier keys shown as Mac shortcuts. For Windows, replace Cmd with Ctrl.

All Areas
Esc / ~ (tilde)
Cmd-F
Cmd-H
Cmd-G
Cmd-W

Toggle full screen
Find
Find/Replace
Find Next
Where Is?

Whiteboard Panning / Zooming
Tab
Shift-Tab
Cmd-Scroll Wheel
Spacebar (hold)

Toggle Work Zoom / Overview Zoom
Super Overview
Whiteboard general zoom
Pan

Script (Text Editing)
Cmd-K

Split Snippet

Cmd-2
Cmd-3
Cmd-4
Cmd-5
Cmd-6
Cmd-7
Cmd-B
Cmd-Enter
Enter on character line
Tab on character line
Cursor Up/Down on character line

Screenwriting - Action
Screenwriting - Character
Screenwriting - Parenthetical
Screenwriting - Dialogue
Screenwriting - Shot
Screenwriting - Transition
Bold
Begin/end editing current snippet
Accept auto-complete, new line
Accept auto-complete, stay on line
Select from auto-complete list

Script (Snippets)
Cmd-Enter

Begin/end editing current snippet
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Enter
Shift-Enter

Create Snippet after
Create Snippet before

Timeline
Cursor Up/Down
-/=

Zoom Out/In
Zoom Out/In
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Whiteboard
This section explains the Whiteboard area in Causality.
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Whiteboard Overview
This section continues from Basic Concepts and Getting Around, where the Whiteboard is
introduced. In the interest of not duplicating information, please see those sections first.

Overview
As said, the Whiteboard is where you arrange the Beats of your story. Beats are the ideas
you have for events, or anything you want expressed, like a character trait or a thematic
point. Importantly, Beats themselves aren't in the script, they're just the conceptual idea. Only
Snippets, which are the chunks of text that express Beats, exist in the script.
Beats are inserted into Snippets, and you can easily insert multiple Beats into the same
Snippet, or insert the same Beat into multiple Snippets. This flexibility is needed for real-world
storytelling, for example to have multiple Beats happen at the same time (creating layered
storytelling where you're firing off plot beats and character beats at the same time), or spreading
a single Beat over many Snippets (for example to interrupt a phone call or change locations
while you're talking). You can also have Beats that have no Snippet at all, effectively an unused
plot point that you just don't want to delete.
In daily use, the vast majority of Beats are indeed inserted into exactly one Snippet, so you're
not wrong to think of Beats as being the same as Snippets. Causality even helps you by
automatically creating a Snippet when you create a Beat. But soon, you'll be mixing and match
Beats and Snippets freely, and you'll find that you're able to do sophisticated layering and
intercutting of plot without ever really losing track of the underlying Beats the story is made of.
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Layout Tools
The Whiteboard is organized using Lanes, Blocks and Groups.

It's important to be clear that these are not story structure, they're simply boxes to put
things into in order to get a handle on them.
Many people come from traditions of strictly hierarchical storytelling, where one section
ends before another begins, and expect Lanes, Blocks and Groups to map to some kind
existing story structure idea. But as soon as you have parallel narratives, a Block could never
for example represent a chapter or an act, because then you'd have two chapters running
simultaneously, which doesn't make sense. Lanes, Blocks and Groups are organizational
tools. We do structure in a better way, see Structural Breaks.
Lanes are like rows in a table, and span the entire story (and all episodes), so you'll use them
for major storylines or layers in your story.
Blocks are the major containers that Beats go into, and they're simply a box around plot beats
to make them easier to understand and handle together. Blocks come in two variants, Story
Blocks and Subtext Blocks. Story Blocks are time-based, and what you use for normal events.
Subtext Blocks are not time-based, and are used for more subtle feelings, character traits and
ideas that you want to inject into the regular plot.
Groups are not strictly necessary to use, but are convenient. Without Groups, all Beats would
be out in the open, which spreads them very horizontally. With Groups, you can keep "runs"
of events together as a single object, for example the five events needed to break into a bank,
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which are easier to understand as a single unit once you're done creating them. Groups create
a much more compact and neat Whiteboard.

How Time Works On The Whiteboard
Time goes left to right on the Whiteboard:

This means that it's the horizontal position alone that determines which order the Beats happen
in. Even if we went in and vertically shuffled the above Beats, they would still happen in the
same order in the script.
The only exception is that inside Groups, time goes vertically:

This is done for two reasons. First, in most stories, many events cluster together into groups of
events. For example, breaking into a bank might be composed of 7 events. Once you're done
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with the details of how the break-in happens, it's easier to think of the whole break-in from a
higher level of abstraction where it's just a single object called "The Break-in". At this point, you
mentally zoom out, and only manipulate it from the perspective of a break-in, and forget that it
consists of 7 Beats that make it happen.
Secondly, arranging little sequences vertically like this creates a much more compact
Whiteboard layout. If all the Beats were out in the open, they'd be spread out far more
horizontally. By compacting the layout horizontally, you can see and understand twice the
amount of plot in a single glance.
In the next section, we'll talk more about what a Beat is, and then we'll explore Lanes, Blocks
and Groups in the following sections.
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Beats
This section assumes that you've already created at least one Lane and one Story Block to
place Beats inside of. If not, please see those sections.

What Are Beats?
As we talked about in the Whiteboard Overview, Beats are some event or some concept or
character trait you want expressed in your story. It's important to realize that Beats are just
the conceptual idea, and Beats themselves don't cause anything to appear in the script. The
Script is made out of Snippets, which are the chunks of text that express Beats, and Beats are
inserted into Snippets.
A single Beat links to a single Snippet so often that you might be fooled into thinking that Beats
and Snippets are the same thing.
But by design, you can insert many Beats into the same Snippet at the same time:

And you can spread Beats over multiple Snippets, for example to interrupt one Beat with
another Beat, or to spread Beats over multiple locations. These Snippets show the (1/2) and
(2/2) notation in the title to indicate that they're Part 1 and Part 2 of the same Beat. This is
created by Splitting Snippets.
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In daily use, it's so common for a single Beat to map to a single Snippet that Causality
automatically creates a Snippet when you create a Beat, and vice versa. But as soon as the
need arises, you can break this pattern, and mix and match Beats and Snippet in any way.

How To Create Beats
There are multiple ways to create Beats. The first is to drag one in from the bottom toolbar.
Notice how this also creates a Snippet at the same time.
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Other ways to create Beats are:
• Double-click anywhere in a Block.
• Double-click in an empty Group.
• Press Enter or Shift-Enter to create a Beat after/before the selected Beat.
• Create a Snippet. A Beat is automatically created in a Lane/Block that Causality believes is
most relevant for the place in the script.

Editing Beats
The title of a Beat can be edited by single-clicking the Beat:

You can also double-click the Beat for a full editor. This contains very few parameters now, but
will soon contain additional parameters for emotion-tracking, and attachments to Beats used for
research/staging/boneyard:
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Character Mapping
Characters can be assigned to Beats. Screenplay programs often track character presence in a
particular scene by whether the character speaks. This is unreliable, because a character might
be present only by their actions. And in a novel, there's no screenplay paragraph style to detect
it from.
Instead, Causality allows you to attach Characters to Beats to indicate their presence. This is
also used for Beat coloring, in which case the primary character indicated by the yellow star
determines the color.
Additionally, Causality can auto-detect the presence of a character in the text you write in the
Snippet, regardless of whether you're writing a screenplay, a novel, or even a comic book.
Character setup and detection is described under the Characters feature.

Beat Coloring
Beat coloring is described in the Color Coding section.

Inserting Beats
For normal plot events with a single Beat for a single Snippet, the Beat is already inserted, and
there's nothing you have to do.
Inserting of Beats is only something you do for Subtext Blocks, where this is described.
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Lanes
Lanes are like rows in a table, and span the entire story (and all episodes), so you'll use them
for major storylines or layers in your story.

About Lanes
Everything goes into Lanes, and nothing can be placed outside of them.
You don't need to create a Lane for every small aspect of your story. Instead, Blocks can be
stacked vertically inside of Lanes, and that usually satisfies the need to create sub-narratives
that are still mostly tied to the topic of the Lane. For example, if you have a Lane that centers
around a character, and he has a problem at work, you wouldn't create a new Lane to cover his
work problem, you'd just create Blocks inside the Lane you're already in called e.g. "The work
problem escalates". But if it's substantially different, for example the character's double-life, you
might put the double-life into its own Lane.
Ultimately, it depends on the story at hand which is the best way to categorize its aspects. Either
way, the final script will be the same.
Categorizing story aspects can be frustrating, because ideas in our minds have fuzzy
boundaries. Clearly defining what is what in your story can both be great for your story, or bad. It
can be great if it helps us realize that our characters aren't well-defined and all do the same job,
or that our storylines don't tie together or don't express different issues. It can be bad if it makes
us sand down the rough edges of an interesting character just in order to categorize it, making it
more boring.
So don't take your own categorizations too seriously. Categorize to create clarity, but also feel
free to change your categorizations to fit your characters and storylines as they evolve.

Creating Lanes
You create Lanes by dragging them in from the toolbar.
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You can also right-click in the Whiteboard, and select New Lane...

Lane Settings
The settings for a Lane can be edited by double-clicking the Lane title, or by right-clicking it.
This shows the Lane menu, which is also used in the following sections.

Collapsing
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Lanes can be collapsed using the triangle. Expand All/Collapse All can also be selected from
the right-click menu.

Tip: You can double-click a collapsed Lane to expand it.

Rearranging Lanes
Lanes are rearranged simply by dragging their header (large arrow in picture). A solid black line
shows between which other Lanes the current Lane will be dropped (small arrow in picture):
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Hide/Show Lanes
In the right-click menu for a Lane, you can hide/show lanes, or hide/show all. This is nondestructive, and only affects display.

Solo Lanes
The same way, you can Solo Lanes to only see a particular selection of Lanes. This is useful
especially if you have many Lanes, but only want to see how a few of them line up against each
other. Simply select the Lanes you want to compare or work on, select Solo Lanes, and all other
Lanes are hidden. Afterwards, select Show All Lanes again.
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Blocks
Blocks are placed inside Lanes as the major containers of plot. They are the only thing that can
be placed inside Lanes -- all Beats and Groups must go inside a block. This is done because it
allows Causality to completely manage the layout on your behalf.

Story Blocks and Subtext Blocks
Causality has two kinds of blocks that are very different, and it's important to understand the
difference.

Creating Blocks
The type of Block is selected when it is created, and cannot be changed after the fact:
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Story Blocks
Story Blocks are time-based, meaning that the horizontal order of Beats corresponds to their
order in the script/timeline. Story Blocks are for events, i.e. things that happen. They're the most
obvious to work with, because they simply represent a Whiteboard with events on it.
Read more about Story Blocks.

Subtext Blocks
Subtext Blocks are not time-based, and are used for Beats that are more conceptual, like
character traits, feelings and themes that you want to inject into existing events. Beats in
Subtext Blocks don't normally have their own Snippet, but are inserted into existing Snippets to
add color and feeling. Since Subtext Blocks are not time-based, the position of Beats inside of
them have no influence on the script order.
Subtext Blocks are indicated by the little thought-bubble icon.
Read more about Subtext Blocks.
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Story Blocks
Story Blocks are the main kinds of blocks you use to put plot into. Story Blocks are time-based,
meaning that the horizontal placement of Beats affects the script/timeline order.
Make sure that you already understand the difference between Story Blocks and Subtext
Blocks.

Creating Blocks
Simply drag in a Block from the toolbar. You can also double-click the empty space in a Lane, or
right-click.

You will be prompted for a name and a type. Select Story Block and enter a name. The type of
Block cannot be changed after the fact.
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Placing Blocks (Vertically)
There are some restrictions on how you can position blocks. Blocks are never allowed to
overlap each other, and will push each other out of the way. Therefore, the only vertical
positioning you can do is to affect their order inside the Lane.
To reorder Blocks vertically, drag them higher or lower than another Blocks, and they will switch
places.

Placing Blocks (Horizontally)
Subtext Blocks can be positioned horizontally any way you want. However Story Blocks have a
unique requirement.
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Since Story Blocks are time-based, moving a Story Block horizontally means changing the
timeline, and this is not usually something you want to do haphazardly. For this reason, we've
created a safety that you have to "Place" Story Blocks before their final location is committed
and the timeline is changed.
If any drag operation has caused a Story Block to shift horizontally, the Placement tool opens
in the upper right, and the original location is shown as a ghost. You must commit the actual
timeline change by pressing the Place button.

Admittedly, in the early phases of story development, you don't care very much about the
timeline order. But as your script matures, it becomes increasingly critical that the timeline isn't
carelessly shuffled.
For this reason, we've created a preference so that you can suppress this safety during early
story development. It is strongly recommend to re-enable the confirmation as your story
evolves.

Extending Story Blocks
The edges of Story Blocks can be expanded to create room for more Beats. Simply drag any
edge.
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Splitting Blocks
Stuff
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Subtext Blocks
Subtext Blocks are not time-based, and are intended for more conceptual Beats like character
traits, themes and feelings. The position of Beats inside a Subtext block does not affect script/
timeline order in any way.
Make sure that you already understand the difference between Story Blocks and Subtext
Blocks.

Why Subtext Blocks?
There's more happening in a story than simply the events. At the same time, the personalities of
the characters are subtly changing, character traits are expressed, and themes are woven in to
give the story feeling and color. In other words, there's a layer of more subtle story happening at
the same time as the literal events. This is the subtext.
Normally, a writer would simply track these things in his mind or on a piece of paper. But in
Causality you can be just as object-oriented with the subtext as you are with the literal events.
Subtext Blocks contain Beats just like any other Block, but that's where the similarities end.
Beats in Subtext Blocks don't automatically have a Snippet. The position of the Beats doesn't
affect the timeline position. And a Beat can easily appear in many Snippets. For example, if the
character has an anger problem, that might easily be expressed in 10 Snippets.
Subtext Blocks are indicated by the little thought-bubble icon:

The following Snippet not only has a Beat inserted from a Story Block. It has two additional
Beats from a Subtext Block inserted at the same time:
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So at the same time as the event that "Nurse explains process. Mike says that old lady was the
problem", we're injecting personality traits from two Subtext Blocks:
First, we're inserting "Follows instructions without objecting" from Mike's Journey. And secondly,
we're inserting "Nurse seems shady", which we've used a total of 6 times, the current being the
5th, so it's written as (5/6).

Inserting Beats
Simply drag a Beat from a Subtext Block and drop it on a Snippet.
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Inspecting / Removing Inserted Beats
If you hover the angled arrow in the top corner of every Snippet, you can see which Beats are
currently inserted.

The Beat with the yellow star is the primary Beat, which is used for coloring, as well as making
automatic decisions throughout the app. The first inserted Beat is always the primary, and you
rarely need to edit this.
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To remove a Beat from a Snippet, simply click the deletion icon.

Creating Character Arcs
Subtext Blocks are great just for having buckets of concepts you want to inject into the story. But
they really shine when you combine them with Groups and Setups/Payoffs to create character
arcs.

These two Subtext Blocks each represent a character arc. Looking for example at Mike's
Journey, his character arc is divided up into phases, with certain character traits being
expressed in each phase. These are put into Groups, and then the Groups are daisy-chained
with Setups/Payoffs, which creates a rule that they must happen in that order.
Effectively, Mike starts out angry and frustrated. Then he has a guilty phase where he's very
compliant and deferring. Then there's a turning point where he refuses to do more to change his
situation (which in the context of this story is a good thing), and finally, he accepts the truth.
Since the Groups are connected with Setups/Payoffs, Causality requires them to happen in
this order in the story. This keeps you on track, because you're only allowed to use the chosen
character traits in any given phase of his arc, creating a clearer character. If he's suddenly angry
in a part of his story where he's supposed to be happy, that doesn't make sense, and Causality
will alert you to it.
It is important for a character arc to constrain the character. If the character displays every trait
at every point in the story, he's everybody and nobody at the same time. For a character to be
clear, there's something he is, and there's something he's not. For a character arc to be clear,
the character needs to be different from phase to phase.
But you can break the rules at any time -- they're your own rules -- you just have to make other
rules, or not make rules at all.
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We can also see which traits we haven't used yet. Unused traits appear grayed out, e.g. "Brifly
sees possibilities in it" in Mike's Journey. This is a reminder to use the trait, or at least be aware
that you're not using it and possibly delete it.
To see a real example of Subtext Blocks in action, please see the Subtext Blocks tutorial on the
Causality Videos page.
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Groups
Groups are containers for Beats that allow you to cluster Beats together as a single object, and
think about this chunk of plot from a higher level.

Without Groups, Beats would simply be spread out horizontally, which is more wasteful of
the horizontal space, and doesn't allow you to think of clusters of Beats from a higher level of
abstraction, for example if 7 Beats together compose a bank robbery. "Runs" or sequences of
Beats appear all the time in stories, and Groups allow you to think of them as a single object,
without giving up the underlying Beats.

Creating Groups
You create Groups simply by dragging them in from the toolbar. You can also right-click
anywhere in a Block to create a Group:
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Creating Beats In Groups
You can create the first Beats in a Group simply by double-clicking in the empty space:

You can also press Enter and Shift-Enter to create Beats after or before existing Beats.

Convert To Group
You can convert a selection of free-floating Beats to a Group. Simply select them, right-click,
and select Convert To Group.
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Convert To Beats
You can convert a Group back into free-floating Beats:
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Structural Breaks
Causality thinks differently about story structure than you're used to. Causality has a flat
structure, which is created by dropping breaks into the Whiteboard or Script.

Conventional Ways To Think Of Structure
Conventional story theory, and practically every writing program or outliner, thinks of structure
as something strictly hierarchical. You divide your story into Acts, inside those Acts your have
some sequences that must appear, and inside of that you have scenes. Everything is fully
encapsulated.
But this approach assumes a single narrative, or at best a couple of narratives. and a sequential
way of telling stories, where the reader is being led through a sequence of mandatory (and often
predictable) steps.
In our view, this doesn't express how stories are really written. In our view, real stories consist
of many narratives that run in parallel, and connect occasionally. With parallel narratives, it's a
stretch to think in hierarchical terms, because each storyline in principle has its own structure.
So while our Act breaks might line up with the most central storyline, other storylines don't follow
the same Act structure, and it would be a shame if they were forced to.
The second problem is that it's not helpful to require structural levels to be above/below each
other, like having an Episode be "above" an Act. If you're writing an episode of TV that turns
into a two-parter, you need the ability to position the episode break in the middle, placing
it somewhere in Act II. You need the freedom to break where you want, which traditional
hierarchical outlining doesn't allow you to do.
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How Causality Thinks Of Structure
Causality doesn't have a hierarchy at all, it has breaks. While Causality does have Episode,
Act, Chapter, Section and several user-defined breaks, they're just breaks. It doesn't mean a
Chapter is inside an Act. You can just as easily change Acts in the middle of a Chapter, as you
can change Chapters in the middle of an Act.
Causality only treats structure as a hierarchy on export, where our flat hierachy is forced into an
actual hierarchy for compatibility. Causality also renders break pages into the printed output.
Besides that, structural breaks are just markers for the benefit of your own clarity, they have
very little meaning from the app's perspective.

Inserting Breaks (Whiteboard)
Breaks can be inserted both in the Script and in the Whiteboard. They're the same regardless of
where they're created or edited.
Right-click in the Whiteboard to create a break via the Insert Break submenu:

After this, you have to name the Act Break. You can always later double-click or right-click the
break to edit its title.
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Inserting Breaks (Script)
Breaks can also be inserted in the Script. Simply right-click a snippet and insert a break via the
Insert Break submenu:

Afterwards, breaks appear in the script as follows:

Printing Breaks
Breaks can be printed. You can select in the Paragraph Styles dialog whether the e.g. Act break
has a page-break before it, whether it starts on a new page, or whether it uses a whole page.
When a whole page is used, the printing formatter additional centers the text in the vertical
middle.
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Additionally, you can select under PDF Options in the File Menu which elements are printed at
all.

All these settings are per-document.

Break Types
Currently, Causality supports Episode, Act, Chapter and Section breaks. In the future, it will also
support a Season break and multiple custom break types.
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Push Tool
A fundamental tool on the Whiteboard is the Push tool, which you access by holding the Cmd
(Mac) / Ctrl (Win) keys, and dragging objects to the left and right. Pushing increases space for
inserting new plot, and it's a tool you use many times an hour in Causality.

The Push tool can also be accessed using the multi-arrow icon in the toolbar:

The Push Tool only works within Story Blocks. Since Subtext Blocks aren't time-based, it makes
no sense to push inside of them. However, Subtext Blocks as a whole will still move during a
push if they're to the right of the position you're pushing from.

Pushing Inside Groups
Pushing also works inside Groups. Simply Cmd/Ctrl-drag any item in a Group.
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Cross-Cutting
The Push tool is an essential part of Cross-Cutting, described in a following section.

Compaction
The Push tool is most often used to open up space for work, and after the work, you often want
to compact again.
The simplest way is to simply continue using the Push tool to remove additional space you don't
need, by dragging in the opposite direction. The Push tool won't let you compact more than it's
possible to do, so you don't have to be careful.
You can also select Compact Layout from the Whiteboard menu. However, this function reduces
all spacing between Beats to the minimum, and removes all superfluous padding in Blocks,
which can be a bit too extreme, and it's recommended that you do your own compaction. The
Compact Layout function is primarily intended for use after Import.
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Cross-Cutting
Cross-cutting is simply to align Beats in different Lanes or Blocks against each other so that the
narratives cross-cut.
Here, we're sliding the Beats left and right to set their script/timeline order. Only the horizontal
position controls the order. The vertical position has no bearing.

In the Script, you can see that we're now intercutting the relationship storyline with the bank
robbery storyline.
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Cross-Cutting Inside Groups
You can also cross-cut with Beats that are inside a Group. This requires the use of the Push
Tool.
Simply hold Cmd (Mac) / Ctrl (Win) and drag a Beat inside of a Group, which opens up
horizontal space.
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Now you can position Beats in other storylines relative to the Beats in the group.
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Tags
Causality allows you to tag Beats. This serves a few purposes:
• Understanding certain Beats together, even if they span multiple Lanes/Blocks.
• Reading a certain selection of story chronologically in the Tag Inspector.
• Optionally coloring Beats.

The Tag Inspector
The Tag Inspector is opened either via the Whiteboard menu, or by pressing Cmd (Mac) / Ctrl
(Win) and T.

Tags currently can't be rearranged, and are sorted alphabetically. It will soon be possible to
manually order Tags.
Tags can be expanded and collapsed, which shows all Beats under that Tag in chronological
order.
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Additionally, it can be selected in the Tag dropdown menu which breaks should be threated into
the list, which makes it very easy to understand where exactly tagged Beats are landing in the
story:

Creating Tags
Tags can be created from the dropdown menu in the Tag Inspector shown above.
Tags can also be created during assignment, see below.

Tag Settings
Tags only have three parameters, a name, a color, and an option to Show Visual Thread.

Show Visual Thread
The Visual Thread is a line that is drawn through similarly tagged Beats when you interact with
them. This gives you an amazing understanding of small sub-narratives that aren't big enough
to have their own Lanes, for example a running gag that comes back into the story a handful of
times:
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Showing the Visual Thread is only appropriate for Tags that have light use, and where help is
needed to understand how disparate events relate to each other. It should be disabled for busy
Tags.

Assigning Tags
Tags are assigned in the right-click menu for a Beat. You can also create a new Tag on the fly,
which is then attached.

It's possible to assign multiple Tags to a Beat. Each menu-entry is a toggle that adds/removes
the Tag. To reset the Tags, select "(None)".
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Setups/Payoffs
Setups and Payoffs are connections between Beats that are created to remember that they
should happen in a certain order, and to keep track of this relationship even if they're far away
from each other.

Examples Of Setups/Payoffs
In the Fate story, there's a Beat early on where a song is playing on the radio in a car. A little
later, in a hospital, a supernatural being mentions this song as proof that he's supernatural.
It's very important that they happen in that order, and we want to be alerted if, in a rewrite, we
accidentally swap their order:

Also in the Fate story, the character is looking in a photo album. At the end of the story, he's
looking in the same photo album, but closes it to indicate emotional closure. Those individual
events might not be very important, but seen together, they're very important to expressing the
character's internal change, and we don't want to work on one event without being aware of the
other event:
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These links help us understand the relationship between the events.
But more importantly, Causality warns us if a rewrite accidentally swaps the order so that Payoff
comes before Setup. This is indicated with a red connection, as well as red arrows on the Beats
to indicate the direction the Beat should be moved in to resolve the problem with the story logic
(these are rendered on the wrong side in the following image due to a bug):

This error condition is also shown as a red bar in the timeline that you can hover:

To resolve the issue, move the first Beat to the right or the second Beat to the left:
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Creating Setups/Payoffs
Setups and Payoffs are created using either the toolbar buttons, or the corresponding keyboard
shortcuts, Cmd-I and Cmd-O (Mac) / Ctrl-I and Ctrl-O (Win):

Select the Setup Beat, and press the first arrow, or Cmd-I (Mac) / Ctrl-I (Win). A popup window
appears in the upper right explaining the process:

Then select the Payoff Beat, and press the second arrow, or Cmd-O (Mac) / Ctrl-O (Win). The
connection is made.
Importantly, you can also make this connection doing the Payoff first. You don't have to do this
chronologically.
To cancel creating the Setup/Payoff, press the red cancel button in the upper right of the popup.

Clipped Links
The link between the Beats is only shown when one of them is selected:
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When the beats aren't selected, the links are instead shown as small white triangles. This is
done to de-clutter the display. Connections don't make sense if they're all shown at the same
time.

Deleting Setups/Payoffs
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To delete Setups/Payoffs, simply click the link while it's visible so it turns yellow. Then press
Delete on the keyboard, or select "Delete" from the right-click menu.
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Cause/Effect
Causes/Effects are a pair of Beats that indicate that one storyline is causing a change in
another storyline.

In the above example, Justin tells Mickey why he got fired. Justin's storyline at the top naturally
gets to this point. At the same time, this is a necessary trigger for Mickey to go into a depressed
part of his story.
This is the ideal: to avoid coincidences and things that just happen out of the blue, but instead
have storylines trigger each other in a tight web. We don't want guns to just show up when we
need them, or bump into people on the street who tell us exactly what we need to hear. We
want everything that is needed in the story to come naturally from within the story, so that the
causes and effects are important to both storylines. This creates truly cohesive storytelling.
Imagine by comparison a poorly written sitcom with many parallel storylines that never touch, or
even have the characters in the same room. This is what we're trying to avoid. Causes/Effects
create these junctions where storylines touch each other.

Creating Causes/Effects
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Simply select a Beat, right-click, and select Create Cause or Create Effect:

This creates a Cause/Effect pair with the arrow showing the direction:

Then you simply drag the Effect (or Cause) into another Lane/Block.
Your job is now to make the Cause a necessary outcome of the causing storyline, and to make
the Effect a necessary trigger for whatever happens in the effect storyline. This creates a point
of impact between the storylines.

Creative Workflow For Causes/Effects
Causes and Effects are meant to be used during early development to create potential ways
your storylines can connect.
It's very common during outlining to think "then something should happen that makes her
change her mind". At this point, you don't yet know what should cause it. But you do know that
something should cause it, it shouldn't just happen out of the blue.
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This is the time to create a Cause/Effect pair. Simply select Create Cause. Now the Cause will
float next to the Effect, where it may sit for weeks or months, until you've developed the other
narratives enough that you have an idea for how to integrate the Effect or the Cause into that
other storyline.

This is a fantastic workflow, because it forces you to make sure that everything is caused. But
you don't have to decide on the cause or the effect immediately. It just keeps it on the radar, and
suddenly, you'll find a great way to connect this Beat into another storyline.
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Mini-Timeline
The full screen Whiteboard has a Mini-Timeline to help you understand the exact sequencing of
events.
This section describes what is unique to the Mini-Timeline. Please see the Timeline section to
learn the fundamentals.

Mini-Timeline Features
The Mini-Timeline has its own track configuration. Any changes to track visibility made in the
Mini-Timeline are not reflected in the docked timeline.

The Mini-Timeline can be collapsed and expanded:
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Toolbar
The Whiteboard toolbar is used for selecting tools, creating objects, and switching modes.

Select objects tool

This tool, which will soon be removed, was used for selecting objects in an earlier
version of Causality. Currently, you should leave Causality at the pan tool (#3) as your
default working tool.

Push Tool

The Push Tool is used to open up space in your Whiteboard for creating new plot.

Pan Tool

The Pan tool should be your default operating tool. This allows panning while clicking
empty areas, selection of objects, and lasso selection with long-press.

Full Screen Whiteboard
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Switches the Whiteboard to full screen. You can also use Esc/~ (tilde).

Zoom Levels

These map to the zoom levels accessed using Tab and Shift-Tab:
• Tab toggles between Work Zoom and Overview Zoom.
• Shift-Tab shows the whole story or fits the story vertically, depending on your setting in
Preferences.

Create Setups/Payoffs

These shortcuts can be used while creating Setups/Payoffs. They map to the keys Cmd
(Mac) / Ctrl (Win) + I and O.

Create Whiteboard Objects

Drag these objects into the Whiteboard to create new objects.

Tag Inspector

Toggles the Tag Inspector. This can also be toggled with Cmd (Mac) / Ctrl (Win) + T.

Chase Mode
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When Chase Mode is enabled, selecting a Beat immediately scrolls the Script and the
Timeline to the relevant Snippets.

Show Unwritten

Highlights all Beats where no text has been written in the corresponding Snippet(s).

Show Progress

This grays out Beats until they've happened in the story, which is useful while scrubbing
the Timeline to get a better sense of how your plot fires off Beats, especially from
Subtext Blocks.
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Keyboard Navigation
Whiteboard keyboard navigation is coming during the 1.1 release cycle.
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Export Whiteboard Image
It's possible to export the entire Whiteboard as one or more very large PNG image files for
emailing to partners or sharing on social media.

Exporting Whiteboard
Right-click in any empty area on the Whiteboard and select Export Whiteboard Image. This can
also be found in File -> Export -> Whiteboard Image...

Hidden And Collapsed Lanes
The Whiteboard is exported as is. Any collapsed or hidden lanes are exported in their current
state. If you for example want to export a single lane, right-click it and select Solo Lane, then
export. You can also simply collapse all lanes and leave them collapsed in the export, which can
make it easier to understand how the storyline at hand is intercut with other storylines.

Resolution And Tiling
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The whiteboard is exported at a standard screen resolution of approximately 72 DPI. The
resulting PNG files can be enormous, and any higher resolution would make the file difficult to
open on many devices.
A typical screenplay already results in a 20,000px wide file. When PNG files are opened (in
email clients or on mobile phones), they need to be uncompressed in memory. For this reason,
we limit the size of the PNG to ensure it doesn't use more than around 100MB of memory while
opened by the recipient.
If a larger PNG is needed, we create additional PNGs. If your first PNG was named "My
Movie.png", subsequent PNGs are named "My Movie2.png" and "My Movie3.png" etc.
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Script
This section covers the functionality of the Script view.
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Script Overview
The Script is where the actual text of the story comes together.
The script is composed of objects that are stacked together. In the following script, you
see a Title Page object, then a Scene Heading, then an Act Break, and then a number of
screenwriting Snippets.

Screenwriting vs. Novel Writing
Currently, the type of Snippets you create are selected when you create the document as either
a Screenplay or Book. This will soon change with the Script Layers feature, where you can have
multiple expressions of the same story side by side, and then screenplay vs book will become a
Script Layer property.
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Snippets
Snippets are chunks of text that express Beats. Please make sure you've read the Basic
Concepts section for a full understanding of how Snippets relate to Beats.
Snippets are the most common object to put into a script, although there are many others, such
as Scene Headings, Act Breaks or Title Pages.

Creating Snippets
Snippets are created automatically when you create a Beat in a Story Block, so you don't
normally need to create them yourself:
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You can also create Snippets manually, by right-clicking the title of any Snippet and selecting
Insert Snippet from the menu. This creates a Snippet before the selected Snippet:

You can also select a Snippet and press Enter or Shift-Enter to create a Snippet after/before
the current Snippet.
Creating a Snippet also automatically creates a Beat. Here, the "Untitled Event" snippet has
been created by right-click. Causality looks intelligently at the surrounding plot to determine the
best Lane/Block/Group to create the Beat in:
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Finally, if a Beat has no Snippet, for example if you've deleted the Snippet but kept the Beat as
an idea for the future, you can right-click the Beat and select Create Snippet:

Rearranging Snippets
Snippets are rearranged by simply dragging them up/down.
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Observe the highlight of the edge that the Snippet is being dropped on. In a normal view, it
doesn't matter if you drop it on the edge of the before Snippet or the edge of the after Snippet.
But in filtered views, there may hidden content between two Snippets, and suddenly "after the
top Snippet" is not the same place as "before the bottom Snippet". You should always be aware
of which edge you're dropping things on.

Collapsing/Expanding Snippets
Snippets can be expanded or collapsed by clicking the triangle in front of the title.

Two of the View Modes, Snippets and Synopsis View simply expand or collapse all Snippets, so
the current toggle is mainly to inspect individual Snippets in a Synopsis View.

Insertions
If you look closer at The Snippet title, it reflects all the Beats that are inserted into the Snippet.
The yellow star is the primary beat in this snippet.
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Display Modes
In the Script toolbar, the Script can be displayed in a variety of modes.
Tip: The full screen script has completely separate display settings from the regular docked
script. This allows you to set the full screen script to Final Script with Normal Margins in order to
get a final reading experience.

Normal Snippets

There are four ways to view the script, first as Snippets with titles and content:
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Synopsis View

The Synopsis view is similar to the Normal Snippets view, except that all the Snippets
are collapsed, allowing you to read the story as a Beat Sheet:
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Content Only

The Content Only view hides the Snippet titles and only shows the content. This is
useful for reading the story without being too aware of the names of the Snippets, but
still knowing where beats start and end:
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Final Script

Final Script hides both all titles as well as the boundaries between Snippets, allowing
you to read the story without any awareness of Beats at all, which is ultimately where
the story has to work:
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Normal Margins

The margins in a script are empty space, which we badly need for other things in
Causality, so the app provides three ways to eliminate superfluous white space around the
script. This is only for display. The script is always printed with original margins.
The neutral mode is Normal Margins, which shows the margins as they will appear on the
page, and the character count per line is correct:
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Mini Margins

The second mode is Mini Margins, which trims all superfluous white space around the
script, but still maintains a layout that's true to how it will be printed.
This is the default margins setting.
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Squeezed Margins

The next two modes physically shrink the margins, still just for the display. The purpose
is to leave more space for the Whiteboard and Timeline, but still be able to edit
something that looks like a screenplay.
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Super Squeezed Margins

Super Squeezed margins push the margins another couple of inches, still just for
display. This leaves most of the screen real estate for Whiteboard and Timeline.
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Zoom

Finally, you can zoom the script to change its display size. The dotted box on the right
resets the zoom.
Due to font size rounding errors on most platforms, you're only guaranteed to see the
actual print line-wrapping at the 100% setting.
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Screenwriting
Screenwriting Snippets have the automation and support you expect from a screenwriting
program, including a variety of auto-type and auto-complete, automatic style switching and predefined styles for screenwriting. We lean heavily on industry conventions.

Paragraph Styles
Causality includes a number of Paragraph Styles for screenwriting, e.g. Action, Character,
Dialogue styles etc. These are configured in the Paragraph Styles dialog in the Script menu.
The built-in styles can be modified, but not deleted.
Paragraph styles are normally selected automatically using the Tab/Enter workflow (below)
which is common in screenwriting apps.
You can additionally change the style of any given line using the right-click menu:

You can also select styles with the Cmd (Mac) / Ctrl (Win) + number keys. This is described in
the Keyboard Shortcuts. The number shortcuts can be changed in the Paragraph Styles dialog.

Tab / Enter
We use the industry-standard Tab/Enter system for automatically changing paragraph styles,
with some modifications.
The following table describes what happens when you use the Tab/Enter keys in different
situations. The "Current Style" is what you're standing on, and the columns show what style you
will change to.
Current Style

Tab (empty)

Tab (non-empty)
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Enter (empty)

Enter (non-empty)

Action

Character
(same line)

Character
(new line)

Character

Go to end of line

Go to end of line

Dialogue
(new line)

Dialogue
(new line)

Dialogue

Parenthetical
(same line)

Parenthetical
(new line)

Action
(same line)

Action
(new line)

Parenthetical

Dialogue
(same line)

Dialogue
(new line)

Dialogue
(same line)

Dialogue
(new line)

Transition

Action
(same line)

Action
(new line)

Shot

Action
(same line)

Action
(new line)

Comment

Action
(same line)

Action
(new line)

Character Auto Complete
Causality auto-completes character names as you type them. Preference is given to the
characters that are currently talking so that dialogue alternates.
During auto-complete, you can use Cursor Up/Down to select other character names. You can
press Enter to accept the current auto-complete and move to a new line, or Tab to accept the
current auto-complete and move to the end of the line.

Character Extensions
Causality supports entering "extensions" after the character name, such as (O.C.) for OffCamera. This also auto-completes:

Again, you can use Cursor Up/Down to select other extensions. You can press Enter to accept
the current auto-complete and move to a new line, or Tab to accept the current auto-complete
and move to the end of the line.
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Transition Auto-Type
When transitions (e.g. "CUT TO:") are typed on an Action line, the style is switched to
Transition. Causality currently responds to the following words followed by a colon (":"). Typing
is case insensitive.
• FADE IN
• FADE OUT
• FADE TO
• CUT TO
• MATCH CUT TO
• JUMP CUT TO
• DISSOLVE TO
• MATCH DISSOLVE TO
• BACK TO
• FADE TO BLACK
• FADE TO WHITE
This list will soon be configurable in Document Settings.

New Scene Auto-Type
Scene Headings are usually created by inserting them into the script as separate objects.
It's also possible to simply type "INT." or "EXT." on an Action line, in which case, Causality
automatically breaks the Snippet and inserts a Scene Heading.
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Scene Headings
In Causality, Scene Headings are not part of the text, but are separate objects that are inserted
into the Script.

This is done for several reasons. First, a scene often contains multiple beats. In traditional
screenwriting programs, a scene is the smallest unit of plot, and you're limited to rearranging
plot at the scene level. But this is too coarse-grained. Beats are a more natural minimum unit of
plot. Because of this, the Scene Heading can't be part of any Snippet, or it would move when
we move that particular Beat. It has to be its own object.
Secondly, since we're working in Beats and not scenes, and since it's possible to rearrange
the Beats freely on the Whiteboard, it's necessary for Causality to automatically create and
remove Scene Headings as needed, or Snippets would constantly end up in scene locations
they weren't intended for. See Automatic Scene Headings below.

Inserting Scene Headings
To insert Scene Headings, simply right-click the title of the Snippet you want it created before:
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It's also possible to simply type "INT." or "EXT." on an Action line in a screenwriting Snippet, in
which case, Causality automatically breaks the Snippet and inserts a Scene Heading.

Scene Heading Fields
Scene Headings have three fields, Int/Ext, Location, and Time Of Day. Causality uses fields
instead of a line of text so the data is clean and can be used for things like auto-complete and
coloring in the Timeline.

The auto-complete list for each field is seeded with a list in Document Settings, combined with
the actual text you've entered into the document. This way, you're free to enter anything as Int/
Ext, Location or Time Of Day, and it becomes available immediately in the drop-down list for
new Scene Headings.

Automatic Scene Headings
As you rearrange Beats in the Whiteboard, the Script is rearranged automatically. The could
mean that Snippets are dropped into script areas in different locations that wouldn't work for this
Snippet.
Instead, Snippets bring their own scene location. Snippets prefer to be in their current scene
location, and will recreate that location automatically if you move the Snippet somewhere else.
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Here, the Snippet "Mike with cousin in hospital, somber silence" is happening in "INT.
HOSPITAL - NIGHT".

If we now drag it in the Timeline and drop it in the middle of something that's happening in "INT.
CAR - DOWNTOWN"...

...Causality automatically creates the Hospital scene heading for the Snippet, and also
automatically cuts back to the Car location where the other Snippets are happening.
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If you really do want this event to now happen in the Car, simply delete the Hospital Scene
Heading, and the Snippet will adopt the Car as its preferred location.
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Text Editing
This section covers a few basic text editing features that apply to screenwriting and book
snippets alike. However, most features related to screenwriting is found in that section.
Causality only allows limited styling directly on the text, and prefers that all styling is done via
Paragraph Styles. While this can seem limiting, it's cleaner, and an excellent habit. Suddenly,
you'll need to make a document-wide style change, and then you'd find all your inline styling to
be preventing the style change.

Inline Styling
Text can be styled at the character-level using the Text Style right-click menu:

Many of these can additionally be controlled via Keyboard Shortcuts.
Colors are limited to primary colors that are optimized for a white background.
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Structural Breaks
Structural Breaks in the script are strongly tied to Structural Breaks in the Whiteboard. Please
see this section.
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Title Pages
In Causality, Title Pages are simply objects that you insert into the script. This allows you to use
multiple Title Pages. If you're for example writing multiple episodes in the same document, they
can each have their own Title Page.

Creating Title Pages
To create a Title Page, simply right-click the Snippet you want it created before, and select
Insert Object -> Title Page.

This particular script already has a Title Page, which is the object you see at the top.

Title Page Layout
Title Pages follow a pre-defined layout of a Top Margin, then a Title, then a Body, and finally
Bottom Left and Bottom Right Text.
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Editing Title Pages
Double-click the Title Page object in the script to edit it.
The styling for Title, Body, Bottom Left and Bottom Right is edited in the Paragraph Styles editor.
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Top Margin

The Top Margin is simply the distance from the top, always measured in Inches
regardless of paper units.

Title

The title of the document. The title has its own style in Paragraph Styles, where it defaults to Arial
20pt.

Body
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The body is the block of text that appears immediately underneath the title. This text defaults to
Causality Courier 12pt, which can be edited in Paragraph Styles. Each line can be independently
aligned and have minimal styling applied.

Bottom Left

Appears in the bottom left and also has its own Paragraph Style. If Bottom Right is empty, it's no
problem for the Bottom Left text to extend all the way to the opposite margin.

Bottom Right

Appears in the bottom right and also has its own Paragraph Style. If Bottom Left is empty, it's no
problem for the Bottom Right text to extend all the way to the opposite margin.
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Objects / Reports
Causality will have many Objects that can be inserted into the script, such as Reports or Table
Of Contents. Currently, the only Object that can be inserted is a Title Page.

Inserting Objects
Right-click on the title of the Snippet you want the object inserted before:
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Splitting Snippets
It happens often that you need to split snippets into several parts.
- You might realize that the second half of the Snippet needs to be its own event.
- You might need to interrupt the Snippet with something else.
Now, if Snippets were just text, it would be easy. However, we have Beats inserted, and we
need to decide what happens to the Beats.

Splitting Snippets
Splitting Snippets is simply done by placing the text cursor where you want the split to happen,
then right-clicking and selecting Split Snippet. You can also use Cmd (Mac) / Ctrl (Win) + K:

This opens the Split Snippet dialog where we need to choose what happens to the Beats. The
options are either to Split the Beat or to create a New Beat:

Split Beat
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Split Beat not just splits the Snippet in half, it also splits the Beats in half, creating Beats in the
Whiteboard for both Part (1/2) and (2/2). This is typically used for when you want to interrupt a
beat.
In this example, Jerry is on the phone, which we want to interrupt with Kramer barging in. Jerry's
conversation is effectively just a single Beat, because there's only one plot development. Yet we
need it in two parts. So let's click where we want to break it, and select Split Snippet from the
right-click menu:

Next, we select Split Beat in the dialog:

After pressing OK, both the Snippet and the Beat are split:
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Now we can drag Kramer's beat in between Jerry's Parts (1/2) and (2/2):

New Beat
Selecting New Beat in the dialog creates a new, independent Beat for the second half. This is
typically used for when you want to split off a part of a Snippet that's evolving into a separate
Beat.
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This creates a new, independent Snippet after the selected Snippet.

Causality also creates a Beat, and chooses an appropriate Lane/Block/Group to put it into by
looking at the surrounding plot:
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Creating New Beats is a fundamental part of the Import workflow. Since scripts written in other
software have scenes as their minimum unit of plot, it's necessary to split scenes into their
constituent beats on import. Please see the Import section for a tutorial.
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Enable/Mute/Disable
It's possible to Mute or Disable Snippets and Beats to prevent them from appearing in the
printed output.
A large part of rewriting is removing things from the script that don't need to said from the script
to shorten it. If a person gets fired inside an office, we don't necessarily need to see the firing
itself. Seeing just the before and after might tells us all we need, or it might even be more
interesting to not know for sure.
Muting and Disabling events allows to take events out of the final output without actually
deleting their text.

Why Two Ways To Disable Snippets/ Beats?
Muting and Disabling are distinct in a way that's not clear in the current version of Causality.
In the future, Causality will have a tracking system that tracks emotions, knowledge, objects and
states of mind of the characters. If a character picks up a gun in one event that a later event
depends on him having, what should happen if we take that event out of the script?
If we Mute the event, it's still logically happening in the story. It's just suppressed in the printout,
but it's still assumed to happen, and therefore, the event where the character uses the gun is
still valid.
However, if we Disable the event, we're completely removing the event not just from the
printout, but from the logic of the story. The event where he gets a gun is no longer assumed to
happen. And therefore, Causality will now detect it as a plot hole that the character is later using
a gun he doesn't have (because it was never given to him).
Both Mute and Disable suppress the printed output. This is only about whether the event is
assumed to have happened in the big story accounting.

How To Mute/Disable
Both Beats and Snippets can be Muted/Disabled. This is done by cycling through the three
states of Enabled, Muted and Disabled using Cmd (Mac) / Ctrl (Win) + D.
It's also possible to right-click both a Snippet and a Beat to set a visibility explicitly:
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The visibilites are shown as follows:
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Paragraph Styles
Causality uses styles for most formatting instead of inline styling. This makes it easy to keep a
clean document with consistent styling, and it's easy to make document-wide styling changes.
Script -> Paragraph Styles...

Style

These are all the available styles. Not all styles are available for text editing; some are
used for formatting output.
Currently, styles can't be added or removed. Soon, styles will be categorized by purpose
(breaks, screenwriting, bookwriting etc.), and it will be possible to create custom styles.

Font / Color / Decoration
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The font-selection menu has two sections, built-in fonts and system fonts. It is strongly
recommend to only use built-in fonts, because they are guaranteed to be available on
every device in every language, making it possible to collaborate across all platforms
and languages. Using a system font can have unpredictable results on a device that
doesn't have the font installed.
Currently, the only built-in font is Causality Courier, which is a fork of Courier Prime, with
a reduced density for more pleasant screen rendering to our taste. Soon, Causality will
also support the Google Noto fonts, which is a beautiful font that supports every letter in
every alphabet in the world, making all documents editable on all platforms.
Color selection is limited to primary colors. We reserve all other colors, as well as all
background colors, for highlighting.

Margins

Margins are measured in inches regardless of document format, and are added to the
page margins. First-line indent is in addition to the left margin.

Spacing

Line Spacing and Line Height are measured in percentages of the current font height.
Thus, 0% space above or below is no space, and 100% space is one font height. Higher
values can be used. To create three lines of space above a paragraph, use 300%.
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Line Height default to 100%. To double-space a paragraph, use 200%. To pad or
condense, use smaller deviations, e.g. 90% to 110%. Most fonts benefit from a little
more air.

Alignment

Aligns the text within the margins.

Shortcut

Cmd (Mac) or Ctrl (Windows) and a number key can be used to select a paragraph
style.
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Tracking Sequence Changes
Since a Causality script is based on Snippets which are moved around, it's necessary to polish
the text flow when Snippets bump up against Snippets they haven't been neighbors with
previously.
Sometimes, the beginning and end of a Snippet just needs to be polished for flow. Other times,
if a Snippet used to happen in a car and mentioned the traffic, if this Snippet now happens in a
cafeteria, it should be rewritten to relate to the new surroundings.
For this reason, Causality can track whether Snippets have new neighbors, and remind you to
check that the script still flows.

Using Track Sequence Changes
When you enable Track Sequence Changes in the Script menu, Causality will begin to monitor
whether Snippets suddenly have new neighbors:

When Snippets are moved to a new place (regardless of whether you move them in the Script,
Whiteboard or Timeline), Causality will now highlight if a Snippet is in unfamiliar surroundings.
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The red line on the top and bottom edge means that these Snippets haven't been together in
this order before, and may need a rewrite for a smoother transition.
Afterwards, simply approve each transition using the thumbs-up icon:

If you've accumulated a lot of transition alerts that you don't care about, you can approve them
in bulk via the Script menu:
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Keyboard Navigation
It's possible to navigate the script using the Cursor Up/Down keys.
If you're editing text, Cursor Up/Down moves the cursor and jumps from the end of one
Snippet to the beginning of the next.
If the Snippet itself is selected (you're not editing text), Cursor Up/Down jumps to the next/
previous Snippet.
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Timeline
This section describes the Timeline in Causality.
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Timeline Overview
The Timeline in Causality allows you to edit and analyze the final, serialized sequence.
Character tracks show character activity, and curve tracks visualize emotional activity and other
extracted information from the script.

Structure Overviews
At the top, Causality shows Structure Overviews. Direct manipulation of Scenes and Snippets
are possible, and Structural Breaks can be moved.

Several overviews are available, for example the Blocks Overview, which shows your usage of
Blocks.

Tracks
Tracks visualize character activity and emotional curves. Curve tracks visualize selected
emotions, as well as analysis extracted from your script.
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Timeline Ruler
The Timeline Ruler shows the progression of time. The colored bars show Story Warnings,
which are rule violations that Causality has found in your script.

Time-Bases
Causality can operate in the Time-Bases of Events, Minutes or Pages.
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Structure Overviews
Structure Overviews visualize and allow editing of the major structure of your story.

Top-Level Structure
If you remember from the Structural Breaks section, Causality does not have a traditional
hierarchy with "levels" that encapsulate each other. Instead, Causality simply has breaks that
are dropped into the Script and Whiteboard as markers.
Each of the structural levels are actually independent, and are merely ordered to look like a
traditional hierarchy. The order of the structural markers can be changed in Document Settings.
If you right-click the track header, it's possible to enable/disable tracks for structural breaks.
Currently, only Acts and Scenes are enabled.

Manipulating Story On Timeline
NOTE: This feature is not currently implemented except for Snippets, but more types are
coming soon.
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It's possible to drag Snippets, Scenes, Sections and Chapters around like a regular timeline:

In reality, no matter what you're dragging, you're always dragging Snippets. Even if you're
dragging a Scene or a Section or even a Chapter, you're simply dragging the Snippets in it.

Snippets Overview
The Snippets track has additional display configuration. You can first of all select how many
lines of text preview are shown in timeline Snippets:

You can also select color coding, which is described in the color coding section.
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Blocks Overview
The Blocks Overview compiles all Block activity into an overview that shows where each Block
is active, and how they're cross-cutting with each other. If your Blocks are well-named, they can
provide an extremely readable insight into how your story flows.
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Tracks
Tracks can be created for Characters (along with their emotional curves), as well as stand-alone
Curve Tracks that illustrate emotions that are being tracked in the story, as well as data derived
from analyzing your script, such as readability scores.
NOTE: Curves are not yet implemented, but are coming soon.

Please see the Characters section for how characters are configured.
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Time-Bases
Causality can operate in three time-bases, Events, Time and Pages. This scales timeline
objects in different ways.

Two counters are provided so that a secondary time-base can be monitored at the same time.
This makes it possible for the timeline to be in e.g. Event mode, as shown in the first counter,
but have the second counter show actual running time.

Selecting Time-Bases
Time-bases are selected in the right-click menu for the counter:

The time-base can be set independently for each counter, but cannot be set to the same timebase. Only the first counter determines which time-base is used to display the entire timeline.
The second counter is only to monitor an additional time-base, for example running time or
pages.
Events and Time are the default primary and secondary time-bases.
It's strongly recommend to keep your script in Events mode until a significant amount of your
script has been written. The Page and Time modes are dependent on the Snippets actually
having content, and without text, every Snippet will show as just a few seconds long. Page and
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Time modes are most useful as secondary counters, or to get a sense of the running time of a
nearly finished script.

About The "Events" Time-Base
Events is the default primary time-base, and gives each Snippet equal width, regardless of how
long the Snippet actually is. This is the most comfortable working view for developing story,
because many Snippets haven't been written yet, and would appear hidden in Time and Page
modes simply because of their current lack of text.

About The "Pages" Time-Base
Pages counts estimated pages. In Causality, the final page count isn't known until the script
is output to PDF. Until then, Causality is maintaining a close estimate. The pages counted in
Causality may differ from the final output by a couple of pages. In the future, Causality will
continuously render the script in the background, and page count will become absolute.

About The "Time" Time-Base
Time is derived from pages using the common industry intuition of one page equaling one
minute.
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Running Time Overrides
Causality will soon allow you to configure the running-time manually for each Snippet. Some
Snippets are much longer in the final film than they are in the script, and setting this manually
will allow you to better estimate the actual running time of your project as a whole.
When Causality gets the multimedia layer, Snippets can also automatically get their running
time from the multimedia.
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Navigation
The timeline is navigated how you're used to in most audio/video editors.

Position Indicator
Dragging the position indicator changes your position in the script, and is the primary way of
jumping around the script.

Panning
The timeline can be panned by clicking in any empty area and dragging. It can also be "flicked"
by quickly dragging and then letting go. This will cause the timeline to continue scrolling.
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Zooming
Use the Cursor Up/Down, or -/= keys to zoom in and out.

Chase
You can double-click any Snippet to make the Whiteboard and Script position on this Snippet
and its primary Beat, similar to the Chase Mode in the toolbar.
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Story Warnings
If Causality detects a problem with the logic of your story, for example a Setup/Payoff happening
in the wrong order, the Snippet where it happens is highlighted in the timeline:

You can hover on each colored bar to show the Story Warnings that happen at this event time,
which also gives you instructions for how to fix the issue (screenshot below has a rendering
issue):
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Features
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Characters
Characters are a highly limited concept in the current versions of Causality.
In the future, Character development will a distinct layer in Causality, where you'll develop
characters and relationships, and then create Beats from the steps your characters will need to
go through. Characters are also part of the emotional tracking system we're developing, where
we track the emotions, knowledge, outlook, and physical objects of the characters.
None of this is current present in Causality.
Characters presently only cover a number of bare-bones features, such as having a color, a
track, detection words, a small text box for a few notes, and the ability to be attached to Beats.
These are placeholder features for something much bigger

Creating Characters
Currently, characters are Tracks, and you create characters by creating a new Character
Tracks. Right-click in the track header. You can also create it from the Character menu:

Character Settings
Creating or editing a character opens the following settings:
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Name is the name of the character.
Actor Name is for a future integration with our casting system, and is a placeholder.
Biography is for a couple of notes about the character, although it's arguably too small for
actual character development.
Detection Words are described below.
Color present a color palette for the character color.
PDF Highlighting selects if this character is included in specially highlighted PDF scripts.

Detection Words
Detection Words are used to find character activity in the script.

Character detection results in dots in Character Tracks to indicate activity. Currently, there's no
way to manually create/remove dots, but this feature is coming:
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Detection Words are a comma-separated listed of words or phrases that may appear in
the script if the character is active in a Snippet. Detection Words are not case sensitive. All
paragraph styles are searched, except Dialogue styles. This way, characters don't trigger if
they're merely talked about.
The comma-separated list can include nicknames used in the script, or the name of the
character prior to being properly introduced.
This creates much better detection than simply looking at Character lines in a screenplay, it
works for novels and multimedia, and it integrates them into a single character, where typical
screenwriting programs would have seen multiple names as completely separate characters.

Name Detection In Beats
Characters are automatically detected as you write the descriptions of Beats. If any character is
mentioned or no longer mentioned in the description, it is added/remove as a character:
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Color Coding
Snippets, Beats, and Timeline object can adopt one of several schemes to determine their
colors, and the strength of the colors.
NOTE: Color coding is in the processed of being substantially redesigned.

Color Coding Scheme
All color coding starts with the colors of Beats, and the scheme is selected in the Whiteboard
menu:

If Beats are colored by Tag, they assume the color of the first Tag assigned to them. This
scheme is the default.
If Beats are colored by Character, they assume the color of the primary character, as selected
by the yellow star in the Beat editor:

This colors all Beats, creating a sense of geography and a feeling of who a section of plot
relates to:
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Script Color Coding
These colors can also be shown in the Script, by selecting the Color Coding from the Script
Options menu:

The default color coding is Soft, rendering colors as a pastel hint. The other option besides
None is Strong:
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Since Snippets can have multiple inserted Beats, it's important to be clear that colors are drawn
entirely from the primary Beat, as indicated by the yellow star in the Snippet arrow menu:

Timeline Color Coding
Snippets in the Timeline allow a similar color coding. Soft is shown:
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Alternatives are None, or Strong, shown here:
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Night Mode
Causality has a Night Mode that is considered preliminary.

Enabling Night Mode
Enable Night Mode from the Script Options menu:

This switches the UI to Night Mode. Not all parts of the UI are presently darkened, particularly
parts that are already dark.
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Configuring Night Mode
Night mode can be configured in the Preferences panel:

UI Brightness is the percentage of Night Mode compared to Day Mode.
Script Contrast is the contrast of text in the script. Reducing contrast makes script background
and text gravitate towards gray.
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Auto-Save
Causality has multiple auto-save features to keep your work safe. This document describes
each feature in-depth, in case you will ever need to do manual recovery.

Recovery Files
Causality saves a snapshot of your document every 5 seconds (when there are changes).
These files are placed into:
Windows:
Auto-save location: C:\Users\USERNAME\AppData\Local\Hollywood Camera Work\Causality
\autosave
To open this folder, paste the following into a Command Prompt (open one in the Start menu):
explorer "%USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\Hollywood Camera Work\"

Mac:
Auto-save location: ~/Library/Caches/Hollywood Camera Work/Causality/autosave
To open this folder, select Go To Folder... in the Go menu in the finder, then paste ~/Library/
Caches/Hollywood Camera Work/Causality

Under this folder, you'll find a folder for your project, and under that, many numbered files. We
keep 50 files around, and the auto-save filename is only changed once per hour, so this gives
you 50 work-hours of history. To locate the latest file, reverse-sort the Last Modified column, and
you'll find the newest file at the top.
CAUTION: Do not double-click these files to open them. Copy them out to your desktop and
give them a proper name before opening them.

External Backup
Causality can additionally save a copy to a secondary folder every time you manually save. This
is useful for saving a copy to Dropbox or Google drive, or an external drive to retain an offsite
backup.
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Causality keeps a certain number of copies of each document you're working on, by default 25
copies. The external backup directory is set globally and is the same for all documents you work
on. All the backup files will co-exist in the same folder.
All files in the backup directory are named .cau.bak. This is to prevent accidental doubleclicking. If you want to use a backup, move it to your desktop or documents folder and give it a
proper name without the .bak extension, the open it.
External backup is not enabled by default.

BAK files
Every time Causality saves your main file, the previous save is renamed to .bak and placed
next to your current save. If you ever need to recover the last save, this file can be renamed to
.cau and opened.

Document Upgrades
From time to time, the format of Causality files is upgraded. Prior to upgrade, Causality renames
your current to document to e.g. My Movie (document version 10).cau, after which saving
is continued in the new version under your existing filename, e.g. My Movie.cau.
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Input/Output
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Printing Part I
Causality does the most precise formatting when printing. Page breaks are inserted in the right
places to keep paragraphs together, Mores & Continueds are added, and Episode/Act/Chapter
breaks are inserted with formatting.
Currently, all output goes to PDF. If a physical copy is needed, the PDF must be printed.
File -> PDF Options...
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Paper Size

Causality currentlly supports only two paper formats, US Letter and A4. Causality
formats the printed text to the width of the page, minus the global margins (see #2
below), and the margins set for each Paragraph Style.
For screenwriting, this means that the text will flow differently on an A4 page than on a
US Letter, whereas some screenwriting programs always format as US Letter, even on
A4 pages. If US Letter formatting is desired (e.g. to rely on industry assumptions about
the number of lines and characters per page), output your script as US Letter and simply
print on A4 afterwards.

Text Margins

These are the outer margins of the page, beyond which nothing can be printed except
Headers and Footers, which are positioned absolutely. Margins are always measured in
inches, even for A4 pages.
Default margins for Screenwriting are 1" on all sides except left, where the margin is
1.5". Default margins for Book/Novel are 1" on all sides.

Print Elements

Causality prints breaks with special formatting, which is configured in Paragraph Styles.
Episodes, Acts, Chapters and Sections can each be enabled or disabled in the output.
Formatting includes font styling for each type of break, and a choice of whether it just
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flows into the text, or starts on a new page, or whether it occupies a whole page by
itself.
Printing Snippet Titles is an excellent way to clarify the purpose of the text. Often, the
story structure is not obvious to the reader (producers, publishers etc.), leading to
discussions that too aggressively retool the story, and remove things that are in fact
working. Printing the Snippet Titles creates more appreciation for the story structure,
and separates the discussion of the reason for a story beat from how it's actually written.
This makes criticism more targeted and less destructive.

Dialogue Breaks

For screenwriting, selects whether (MORE)'s and (CONT'D)'s are inserted when a piece
of dialogue breaks to the next page.
"Automatic character continueds" selects whether Character names will get (CONT'D)
appended when dialogue has been interrupted by Action.

Scene Breaks

For screenwriting, selects whether (CONTINUED) is added to the bottom of the page
and CONTINUED: is added to the top of the following page when a scene continues
onto a new page. There is additionally the option to number continueds for very long
scenes.
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Line Breaks

This keeps whole sentences together, so a sentence isn't broken at a page boundary.
Continued in Part II...
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Printing Part II
This continues from Part I.
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Header

The header is a single line of text printed a certain distance from the top of the page.
The header is composed of three fields, aligned left, right and center. You can style the
text using the Header And Footer style in Paragraph Styles. The default font is Causality
Courier.
You can use the following tokens to print document information into the header. Click the
triangle after each field to select.

Footer
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The footer is a single line of text printed a certain distance from the bottom of the page.
The footer is composed of three fields, aligned left, right and center. You can style the
text using the Header And Footer style in Paragraph Styles. The default font is Causality
Courier.
You can use the same tokens as for the header.

Line Spacing

This allows individual scaling of line spacing for screen and print. To double-space,
increase to 200%. To slightly pad or condense a script, use values from e.g. 90% to
110%.
Individual styles in Paragraph Styles also have a line spacing setting. This is multiplied
with the screen/print spacing to produce the final spacing. If the style has a spacing of
150%, and the PDF has a spacing of 125%, the final line spacing will be 187.5%.
Line spacing is based on the current font height. Thus, 200% of a 24 point font will
produce lines twice as tall as 200% of a 12 point font.
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Highlighted PDFs
Causality has the ability to output PDFs to Actors with their characters and dialogue highlighted.
This is a bulk export, creating a personal PDF for each Actor in one go.

This is initiated in the File Menu:
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This opens the Save Highlighted PDFs dialog:

Highlight Mode

Selects if only the character's dialogue is also highlight, or only the character name.

Destination Folder

Selects the folder the generated PDFs will be created in.

Base Filename

Every PDF will be output with a name of "Base Filename (Character).pdf", creating the
following example files:
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Fate (Mike).pdf
Fate (Taylor).pdf
Fate (Nurse).pdf
Fate (Doctor).pdf

Choosing Which Characters Are Exported
Only characters with the Highlighted PDFs option enabled in the Character Settings dialog are
included in the export:
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Importing
Causality imports screenplay files in the Final Draft and Fountain formats, and soon also Word,
text files and OPML files.
If this is your first contact with Causality, please see the Basic Concepts section before
importing.

Import Workflow
Importing follows a specific recommended workflow. The problem in other screenwriting
programs is that they have scenes as their minimum unit of plot. Other screenwriting programs
also have poor support for any notion of narratives.
This means that when you import a script into Causality, your first job is to break scenes into
smaller chunks that represent Beats, and to create multiple Lanes and Blocks in order to
separate the Beats into separate storylines.
After you've chosen the file to import, you're presented with the Import dialog. The "Staircase
Whiteboard" option should be left on.

Because of the Staircase Whiteboard option, all Beats in the resulting import are spread out
horizontally, making it much easier to drag them up and down into other Lanes:

Splitting Snippets Into Beats
Before you do anything, you should go through your script, and break scenes into more Beats
using the Split Snippet function. Every time you feel that the topic or the subject matter is
changing in a scene, this should likely be a separate Beat.
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Position the cursor and press Cmd (Mac) / Ctrl (Win) + K for Split Snippet. This presents the
Split Snippet dialog. For importing, we usually want to select New Beat and enter a name for it:

This splits the Snippet and creates an independent Beat both in the Script and in the
Whiteboard:

Dividing Whiteboard Into Storylines
Next, you need to divide your Whiteboard into multiple storylines. First, create some more
Lanes and Blocks to get ready.
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Next, begin dragging Beats or Groups up and down into separate storylines. Don't try to do a
perfect job. You can always change it later:
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Split Blocks
Causality initially creates one enormous Block to contain the plot. It's advised to split this Block
up in logical chunks using the Split Block function. Right-click in a long Story Block in a good
place to break it and select Split Block from the menu:

Afterwards, your Blocks will be chopped up into more logical segments:
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Compact Layout
Finally, when you're completely done, select Compact Layout from the Whiteboard menu. This
removes the staircasing, and leaves you with a neat and tidy Whiteboard, ready for work.
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Exporting
Causality exports to the following file formats:
• Final Draft (FDX)
• Fountain
• Plain Text
• Plain Text (Beats Only) -- exports only Snippet titles
Additional export formats are coming soon.
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Settings
This section covers General Preferences and Document Settings.
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Preferences
Coming soon.
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Document Settings
Coming soon.
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Miscellaneous
This section covers miscellaneous topics.
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License Agreement
END USERS LICENSE AGREEMENT
Please read the following terms and conditions carefully before using Causality. Your use,
distribution or installation of this copy of Causality indicates your acceptance of this License.
If you do not agree to any of the terms of this License, then do not install, distribute or use
Causality.
"Causality" here means Software, image files, all accompanying files, data and materials
received with your order of Causality. "Buyer" here means any person installing a free version,
or subscribing to or purchasing a perpetual license with any available optional features.
Warranty covers defects in the software, which prevents successfully installing the software
in the buyer's PC. Warranty does not cover fitness of purpose, or meeting of expectations or
needs in the mind of the buyer.
Causality, all accompanying files, data and materials, are distributed "AS IS" and with no
warranties of any kind, whether express or implied. The user must assume all risk of using the
program. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential part of the agreement.
Any liability of Hollywood Camera Work LLC will be limited exclusively to refund of purchase or
subscription price. In addition, in no event shall Hollywood Camera Work LLC, or its principals,
shareholders, officers, employees, affiliates, contractors, subsidiaries, licensors, or parent
organizations, be liable for any incidental, consequential, punitive or any other damages
whatsoever relating to the use of Causality. If any method of operation of Causality is found
to violate a patent, it is the responsibility of the buyer to refrain from such specific methods of
operation.
In addition, in no event does Hollywood Camera Work LLC authorize you to use Causality in
applications or systems where Causality's failure to perform can reasonably be expected to
result in financial loss, loss of time, loss of reputation, physical injury, or in loss of life. Any such
use by you is entirely at your own risk, and you agree to hold Hollywood Camera Work LLC and
its licensors harmless from any claims or losses relating to such unauthorized use.
This Agreement constitutes the entire statement of the Agreement between the parties on the
subject matter, and merges and supersedes all other or prior understandings, purchase orders,
agreements and arrangements. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of The United
States and the State of Nevada.
Hollywood Camera Work LLC is the exclusive licensee of the copyright of Causality, and all
of its derivatives, title and accompanying materials are the exclusive property of Story Logic
LLC. All rights of any kind, which are not expressly granted in this License, are entirely and
exclusively reserved to and by Story Logic LLC. You may not rent, lease, transfer, modify,
translate, reverse engineer, de-compile, disassemble or create derivative works based on
Causality. You may not make access to Causality available to others in connection with a
service bureau or application service provider. There are no third-party beneficiaries of any
promises, obligations or representations made by Hollywood Camera Work LLC herein.
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Causality and all services provided may be used for lawful purposes only.
Transmission, storage, or presentation of any information, data or material in violation of any
The United States, State or City law is strictly prohibited. This includes, but is not limited to:
copyrighted material, material we judge to be threatening, obscene, or harmful, or material
protected by trade secret and other statute. You agree to indemnify and hold Hollywood Camera
Work LLC and its licensors harmless from any claims resulting from the use of Causality.
Website: www.hollywoodcamerawork.com
Support: support@hollywoodcamerawork.com
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Open Source Credits
Causality Courier Font
The Causality Courier Font is a fork of Courier Prime by John August and (?), released under
the (?) license. Causality Courier slightly reduces the density of Courier Prime for more pleasing
screen rendering and changes the font family name. It can be found in the Fonts folder in the
Causality program bundle, and is released under the same terms.
Google Noto Fonts
HunSpell
Qt
Ffmpeg
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Uninstalling Completely
Instructions for how to uninstall Causality completely.
Be aware that this doesn't deactivate the app. If you uninstall without first deactivating, you lose
an activation, requiring a reset via the web control panel. Read instructions for how to manage
activations here.

Mac Full Uninstall
In Applications, drag the Causality app to the trash.
Then open a Terminal window and paste the following:
rm -R "${HOME}/Library/Caches/Hollywood Camera Work/Causality" || true
rm -R "${HOME}/Library/Application Support/Hollywood Camera Work/Causality"
|| true
rm "${HOME}/Library/Preferences/com.hollywoodcamerawork.causality.plist" ||
true
rm "${HOME}/Library/Preferences/com.hollywoodcamerawork.www.Causality.plist"
|| true
rm "${HOME}/Library/Fonts/Causality*" || true

Windows Full Uninstall
Uninstall the app via Add/Remove Programs.
Open a Command Prompt (via start menu), and paste explorer "%USERPROFILE%\AppData
\Local\Hollywood Camera Work\", then delete the folder Causality.
In the same Command Prompt, run the following to delete our registry keys: reg delete
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Hollywood Camera Work\Causality
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